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Abstract
Overall Antarctic sea ice extent in the 2016 spring attained a recordminimumfor the satellite period
(1979–2016), presenting an abrupt departure from the recordmaxima in previous years and the slight
upward trend since 1979. In 2016 the atmospheric conditions over the SouthernOcean changed
dramatically from theprevailing cold andwesterly anomalies in summer towarmand easterly anomalies
in spring.We conductednumerical experimentswith anocean-sea icemodel to quantify themajor
factors responsible for the unanticipated change in 2016.Ourmodel successfully reproduces the long-
term increasing trend and the 2016minimum, and the numerical experiments suggest that the 2016
minimumevent is largely attributable to thermodynamic surface forcing (53%), whilewind stress and
the sea-ice andoceanic conditions from theprevious summer (January 2016) explain the remaining
34%and13%, respectively. This confirms that it is essential to assess the thermal conditions in both the
atmosphere and oceanwhen estimatingAntarctic sea icefields to future climate changes.

1. Introduction

Contrary to the dramatic decrease in Arctic sea ice
coverage (Cavalieri and Parkinson 2012), overall sea ice
extent (SIE)/area around Antarctica has modestly
increased since 1979 (Parkinson and Cavalieri 2012,
Comiso et al 2017,De Santis et al 2017). In fact, in the last
several years there were consecutive maximum (positive
anomaly) records in 2012, 2013 and 2014 (Massonnet
et al 2015, Reid andMassom 2015). In stark contrast the
2016 austral spring sawoverall Antarctic SIE plummet to
a record minimum for the 1979–2016 satellite period
(Reid et al 2017, Stuecker et al 2017, Turner et al 2017).
This major departure is somewhat surprising and raises
important questions about processes that are responsible
for such strong inter-annual and seasonal variability in
Antarctic sea ice coverage.

In general, Antarctic sea ice variability is thought
to result from the complex interaction of wind stress,

atmospheric thermodynamic conditions, sea surface
and sub-surface temperatures, and the previous sum-
mer’s sea ice conditions (Hobbs et al 2016). To better
understand the 2016minimum extent record, we ana-
lyzed output from a series of numerical experiments
using a coupled ocean-sea ice-ice shelf model, includ-
ing model validation against observed sea ice con-
centration (SIC) and sea surface temperature (SST)
data. This enables estimation of the relative contribu-
tions of the leading physical factors to the observed
2016 sea ice minimum. While a recent study by
Stuecker et al (2017) showed the relationship among
key climate modes (El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and Southern Annular Mode (SAM)),
Southern Ocean SST, and Antarctic sea ice, an
understanding of the mechanisms driving the unpre-
cedented sea ice event in 2016 remains debated. Speci-
fically, we here quantify contributions from wind
stress, thermodynamic surface forcing, and previous
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summer sea-ice and oceanic conditions for the 2016
sea ice event, providing a complementary physical per-
spective to Stuecker et al (2017). The overarching
motivation is to better understand the nature and role
of such ‘extreme’ events in the Antarctic and Southern
Ocean climate system.

2.Methods (an ocean-sea icemodel
and data)

Modeled estimates were obtained using the coupled
ocean-sea ice model ‘COCO’ (Hasumi 2006)with an ice
shelf component (Kusahara and Hasumi 2013, 2014).
Detailed information on the model configuration is
given in the supplementarymaterial S1 is available online
at stacks.iop.org/ERL/13/084020/mmedia. We carried
out a hindcast simulation for the period 1979–2016
(hereafter referred to as ‘ALL’ case) with realistic atmo-
spheric surface boundary conditions calculated from the
ERA-Interim dataset (Dee et al 2011). Three additional
numerical experiments with one-year integration of 15
ensemble members were conducted (‘INI+THD’
series, ‘INI+DYN’ series, and ‘THD+DYN’ series) in
which specific atmospheric surface boundary conditions
or the initial sea-ice and oceanic conditions at the
beginning of the year were switched to a different year
from 2001 to 2015, to separate the impacts of the 2016
wind stress, the 2016 thermodynamic surface condi-
tions, and previous summer sea-ice and oceanic condi-
tions (on 1 January 2016). Summary information on the
numerical experiments is shown in table 1. For example,
in the ‘INI+THD’ series, only wind stresses in 2016 in
the ‘ALL’ case were changed to those from 2001 to 2015,
and the sea-ice and oceanic condition on 1 January and
thermodynamic surface conditions were the same as the
‘ALL’ case for 2016 (i.e., starting from the conditions on
1 January 2016 and using the 2016 thermodynamic
surface conditions). Comparisons of the 15-member

ensemble mean from these numerical experiments with
the ‘ALL’ case allow us to estimate the relative contribu-
tions of each parameter (wind stress, thermodynamic
surface forcing, and previous summer conditions) to the
sea iceminimumrecord in 2016.

Here, we would like to discuss the utility of an
ocean-sea ice model forced by surface boundary con-
ditions, particularly surface air temperature (SAT)
field. Observed SIC has been assimilated in atmo-
spheric re-analysis products (Saha et al 2010, Dee
et al 2011, Kobayashi et al 2015). Thus, the SAT field in
assimilated products is considered to be generated by a
combination of atmosphere-driven change and a local
feedback effect between the surface atmosphere and
the observed/assimilated SIC. The concern is that if
the local feedback effect dominates the SAT variability,
then the SAT field would become a pseudo-thermo-
dynamic forcing in an ocean-sea ice model that
restores the modeled SIC to the observed SIC. In such
case, it would be inappropriate to use ocean-sea ice
models forced with the SAT field to identify drivers in
the atmospheric surface boundary conditions.

However, we argue that this feedback effect is
small compared to the atmosphere-driven change,
primarily because the SAT temporal variability leads
the observed SIC by one month (Comiso et al 2017).
Based on the simultaneous and 1 month lag correla-
tion coefficients between sea ice area and SAT in sea-
ice growth and melt seasons given in Comiso et al
(2017), we have performed a significance test, trans-
forming their correlation coefficients to z values
(Fisher 1925), and find that the SAT variability sig-
nificantly (exceeding 95% and 99% significant levels
for sea-ice growth and melt seasons, respectively)
leads the sea ice variability by one month. This result
means that atmospheric change dominates the SAT
variability and thus SAT can be used as one of the
thermodynamic surface boundary conditions. Further
discussion of this can be found in our previous study

Table 1. Summary of numerical experiments and sea ice extent anomalies forDecember (units:×106 km2). The component different from
the ‘ALL’ case is highlightedwith bold font.

Exp.

Sea-ice and oceanic

conditions on 1

January

Year of thermodynamic

conditions

Year of

wind stress

Ensemblemean of

SIE anomaly at

December

The difference

from the

‘ALL’ case

‘ALL’ case (2016) 2016 2016 2016 −2.94 (0.0)

‘INI+THD’ series 2016 2016

2001
2002

2014
2015

:

⎧
⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪⎪

−1.83 1.11

‘INI+DYN’ series 2016

2001
2002

2014
2015

:

⎧
⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪⎪

2016 −1.23 1.71

‘THD+DYN’
series

2001
2002

2014
2015

:

⎧
⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪⎪

2016 2016 −2.52 0.42
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about the recent Antarctic sea ice trend (Kusahara
et al 2017).

For observational comparison with the model
simulations, we used SIC estimates derived from satel-
lite passive microwave data by the NASA Team algo-
rithm (Cavalieri et al 1984, Swift and Cavalieri 1985).
Following convention, sea ice edge location, to derive
SIE, was demarcated by the 15% SIC isoline. The
SST fields were obtained from the HadISST dataset
(Rayner et al 2003). The spatial analysis used monthly
and seasonal means of SIC/SIE for 1979–2016
(where austral summer is January–March, autumn
April–June, winter July–September, and spring
October–December). Monthly/seasonal SIC/SIE
and SST anomalies were calculated by subtracting
the monthly/seasonal climatology for the period
1979–2016 from the original time series/fields. Note
that open ocean SST fields are observable from satellite
measurements. We utilized ocean temperature in the
uppermost model grid cell (5 m nominal thickness) as
the modeled SST. The sea-ice component interacts
with the uppermost ocean grid cell, whose temper-
ature is determined by ocean dynamics, including heat
exchange with the sub-surface layers. Therefore, we
focused the SST fields to validate our oceanmodel and
examine the impact of the ocean on the sea-icefield.

3. Results

The model robustly reproduces the observed time
series of total monthly SIE anomaly, particularly with
respect to the linear trend, inter-annual variability,
and the large and dramatic swing from record-
maximum to recordminimum sea ice coverage during
the years 2014–2016 (figure 1). Furthermore, the
model reproduces the spatial anomaly patterns of
decreased SIC and warmer SST fields in 2016 (figure 2
and the supplementary materials S2 and S3 for model
validation). This provides confidence in the subse-
quent numerical experiments to examine the factors
responsible for this sea ice event.

3.1. Total SIE anomaly
Here we show results from the additional three experi-
ments (‘THD+DYN’, ‘INI+THD’, and ‘INI+DYN’
series) to examine the sea ice response to changes in the
initial sea-ice and oceanic conditions at the beginning of
the year, thermodynamic surface forcing, andwind stress.
Themonthly time series of the ensemblemeanof the total
SIE anomaly in the numerical experiments, as well as the
‘ALL’ case, are shown in figure 3. Details of the numerical
experiments and the SIE anomaly at December (the end
of integration) are summarized in table 1.

The temporal evolution in the ‘THD+DYN’ ser-
ies is very similar to that in the ‘ALL’ case (figure 3(a)),
but the ensemble mean anomaly at the end of the inte-
gration (December) in the ‘THD+DYN’ series case is
higher than that in the ‘ALL’. This result indicates that
thermodynamic surface forcing and wind stress are
mainly responsible for the time evolution of the total
SIE anomaly and that the combination of sea-ice and
oceanic conditions from the previous summer (1 Jan-
uary) contributed, to some extent, to the total SIE
anomaly at the end of the year.

The temporal evolution of the ensemble mean total
SIE anomaly in the ‘INI+THD’ series is similar to that
in the ‘ALL’ case throughout the year (figure 3(b)).
However, the spring reduction of the ensemble mean
total extent anomaly in the ‘INI+THD’ series is less
than that in the ‘ALL’ case. This result suggests
that thermodynamic forcing in 2016 cannot fully
explain the spring reduction. The ensemble mean time
series in the ‘INI+DYN’ series is different from the
2016 extent anomaly in the ‘ALL’ case but is stable just
above zero-anomaly until October (figure 3(c)). The
time series in the ‘INI+DYN’ series and the ‘ALL’ case
show a substantial decline in the last fewmonths (from
October/November to December). The final two-/
three-month reduction in SIE in the ‘INI+DYN’
series indicates that, in 2016, the wind stress amplified
the springtime reduction. The comparison of results
from the ‘ALL’ case and the ‘INI+THD’/‘INI +
DYN’ series suggests that thermodynamic surface

Figure 1.Time series ofmonthly Antarctic sea ice extent anomalies from1979 to 2016 (black: observation and red: numericalmodel).
The anomalies are calculated by subtracting themonthly climatology from the sea ice extent for the period 1979–2016. Correlation
coefficients between the twowith andwithout the linear trends are 0.74 and 0.69, respectively. The 99% significant level (n=444) is
at r=0.123.
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forcing is mainly responsible for the total SIE anomaly
through 2016 and that wind stress substantially mod-
ified it in the spring season.

The difference between the December total SIE
anomaly in each ensemble mean of three experiments
and the ‘ALL’ case (6th column in table 1) can be used
to estimate the relative contributions of these factors
to the 2016 SIE minimum in the model. We estimate
the contribution of thermodynamic forcing to be 53%
from the difference between the ‘ALL’ case and
‘INI+DYN’ series (1.71×106 km2) from the sumof
the anomalies (3.24×106 km2), assuming linearity in
the responses. In the same way, the wind stress and the
initial conditions account for 34% and 13% of the
2016 SIEminimum in spring, respectively.

3.2. Regional distributions of SIC and SST
anomalies
Next, we examine the atmospheric factors responsible
for the regional patterns of sea ice decreases in the
2016 spring (when the total SIE was minimum) by
comparing results from the numerical experiments.
Three negative and three positive SIC anomalies are
identified near the sea ice edge region in both the
satellite observations and the ‘ALL’ case (figures 2(d),

(l), and 4(a)). The total areal extent of the negative
anomalies is much larger than that of the positive
anomalies, resulting in the pronounced negative total
SIE anomaly (figure 1). The negative SIC anomalies
near the sea ice edge are found in longitude ranges of
110°W–30°W (Bellingshausen Seas to the western
Weddell Sea), 25°E–80°E (south eastern Indian
Ocean), and 120°E–160°W (the western Pacific Ocean
to the Ross Sea), separated by the positive anomalies.
The SST anomalies also have a wavenumber-3 pattern.
As shown in figures 2(d) and (l), the spatial anomaly
patterns of the spring sea ice edge and SST in the ‘ALL’
case are consistent with the observed ones.

We classify the negative anomalies near the sea ice
edge into five regions, and label them with upper cases
(A, B, C, D, and E in figure 4(a)). Similarly, other nega-
tive anomalies within the pack-ice regions are labeled
with lower cases (x, y, and z). The modeled negative
anomalies in the pack-ice region are present in longitude
range of 20°W–15°E (labeled with ‘x’, a coastal region in
the centralWeddell Sea), 65°E–90°E (labeledwith ‘y’, off
Cape Darnley and Prydz Bay), and 180°−135°W
(labeled with ‘z’, off Marie Byrd Land). Looking at the
SST anomalies in the ‘ALL’ case (figure 4(a)), the positive
(warmer) anomaly regions roughly correspond with

Figure 2. Seasonal anomalymaps of (a)–(d) observed sea ice concentration and SST, (e)–(f) atmospheric variables at the 925 hPa
surface, and (i)–(l)modeled sea ice concentration and SST in 2016. These anomalies are calculated by subtracting the climatology
averaged over 1979–2016 from the 2016fields. The atmospheric variables are air temperature (color), wind (vector), and geopotential
height (colored contourwith 10 m interval). Black and green lines in panels (a)–(d) and (i)–(l) show the sea ice edges in 2016 and the
climatology, respectively.
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most regions of the negative SIC anomaly regions near
the sea ice edge (e.g., the labeled regions of A, C, D,
andE).

The anomalies of SIC and SST in the ensemble
mean of the ‘THD+DYN’ series are almost the same

in the ‘ALL’ case (figures 4(a) and (b)), except for the
areal extent of the negative anomaly in the coastal
Weddell Sea (region x). This result indicates that sur-
face boundary conditions (the combination of wind
stress and thermodynamic forcing) are mainly

Figure 3.Time series of total sea ice extent anomaly in the numerical experiments (red: ‘ALL’ case, purple: ‘THD+DYN’ series,
green: ‘INI+THD’ series, and blue: ‘INI+DYN’ series). Dots show results for the ensemblemembers and colored lines show the
ensemblemean. Error bars showone standard deviation, showing the ensemble spread. The anomaly in the ‘THD+DYN’,
‘INI+THD’, and ‘INI+DYN’ series are calculated by subtracting the ‘ALL’-case seasonal climatology (1979–2016) from the sea ice
extent.
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responsible for the anomaly patterns in the 2016
springminimum.

The ensemble mean of ‘INI+THD’ series, whose
pattern is considered to come from thermodynamic
forcing (figure 4(c)), produces the springtime negative
SIC anomalies in the outer-pack regions of A, C, and E
but does not reproduce those in the Weddell Sea and
the western Pacific Ocean (regions B and D). The spa-
tial pattern of SIC in the inner pack-ice region for the
‘INI+THD’ series is quite different from those in the
‘ALL’ case and the ‘THD+DYN’ ensemble mean
(figures 4(a)–(c)). The SST anomalies in ‘INI+THD’
series, on the other hand, are similar to those in the
‘ALL’ case and the ‘THD+DYN’ ensemblemean, but
with a smaller amplitude of anomalies. These results
suggest that thermodynamic surface forcing asso-
ciated with atmospheric circulation change is respon-
sible for the broad observed regional negative SIC
anomalies in the 2016 sea ice edge, except for the wes-
tern Weddell Sea and western Pacific Ocean sectors,

and the broad SST anomaly fields around the entire
SouthernOcean.

A comparison of the SIC anomaly patterns in the
ensemble mean of the ‘INI+DYN’ series with the
‘ALL’ case and the ‘THD+DYN’ ensemble mean
(figures 4(a), (b) and (d)) demonstrates that in 2016
the wind stress is largely responsible for the sea ice
edge retreat in the Weddell (B), the western Pacific
Ocean (D), and Ross Sea (E) regions, and the reduction
in the pack-ice regions (x, y, and z). Similarly, the wind
stress explains the sea ice advance (positive SIC
anomalies near the sea-ice edge) in the regions around
0° and 135°W. There is strong similarity in the large-
scale pattern in the pack-ice region anomaly between
the ‘INI+DYN’ ensemble mean and the ‘ALL’ case/
‘THD+DYN’ ensemble mean, indicating that wind
stress controls sea ice distribution there. The SST
anomalies in the ‘INI+DYN’ series are entirely dif-
ferent from those in the ‘ALL’ case/‘THD+DYN’
ensemble mean and observations, except for the wes-
tern Pacific Ocean where wind stress plays a role in the

Figure 4.Anomalymaps ofmodeled sea ice concentration and SST in spring (October–December) in the numerical experiments
(a): ‘ALL’ case, (b): ‘THD+DYN’ series, (c): ‘INI+THD’ series, and (d): ‘INIT+DYN’ series. Themaps in (b)–(d) are ensemble
mean of the experiments. These anomalies are calculated in each case by subtracting the climatology in the ‘ALL’ case (1979–2016)
from thefield. Black and green contours show the sea ice edges in 2016 and the climatology, respectively. Uppercase letters A–E
demarcate zones of sea ice reduction near sea ice edge regions, and lowercase letters x–z the ice-pack regions.
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regional SST pattern. This again indicates that the
large-scale patterns in SST anomalies over the South-
ern Ocean are explained by thermodynamic surface
forcing, not bywind stress.

4. Summary anddiscussion

We have investigated key factors responsible for the
extraordinary 2016 Antarctic sea ice minimum, based
on analyses of atmospheric re-analysis data and results
from a coupled ocean-sea ice model. Atmospheric
conditions over the Southern Ocean changed drama-
tically through 2016, from westerly wind and cold air
temperature anomalies in summer (JFM) to easterly
wind and warm anomaly conditions in the following
spring (figures 2(e)–(h) and the supplementary mat-
erial S2). The change in the wind pattern corresponds
to a pronounced shift from positive to negative phases
of SAM. In the intervening period (autumn and
winter), a wavy structure in the atmospheric circula-
tion developed and associated northerly winds effec-
tively transported warmer air poleward. Our ocean-
sea ice model driven by atmospheric surface boundary
conditions calculated from the ERA-Interim dataset
satisfactorily reproduced the time series of observed
Antarctic SIE from 1979 to 2016 (figure 1) and the
regional anomalies of SIC in 2016 (figures 2(a)–(d) and
(i)–(l)).

We have estimated, from a series of numerical
experiments, the relative contributions of (i) thermo-
dynamic surface forcing, (ii) wind stress, and (iii) the
previous summer’s sea-ice and oceanic conditions to
the 2016 sea ice minimum (table 1 and figure 3). All
components were primed to reduce Antarctic sea ice,
e.g., warmer air, eastward wind anomalies leading to a
southward anomaly of Ekman sea ice drift, and less sea
ice and cooler SST at the beginning of 2016. Thermo-
dynamic surface forcing and wind stress explain 53%
and 34% of the reduction in the total SIE in the ‘ALL’
case, respectively, and the previous summer sea-ice
and oceanic conditions are non-negligible (13%), con-
firming the general findings of previous studies (Stam-
merjohn et al 2008, Holland et al 2013) that advance in
one season is partially related to the retreat in the pre-
vious season.

We further examined the factors responsible for
the regional SIC anomaly pattern (figure 4). It was
found that the warm circumpolar conditions reduced
the overall SIC near the sea ice edge region, except in
the Weddell Sea and the western Pacific Ocean where
wind stress plays an important role in sea ice edge
retreat. Furthermore, the model suggested that chan-
ges in wind stress contributed to SIC reduction in the
inner pack-ice regions (which is not strongly reflected
on the overall SIE). Note that while our experiments
demonstrate the importance of thermodynamic for-
cing, we could not separate atmospheric and oceanic
contributions. As well as atmospheric warming, rapid

southwardmigrations of the observed/modeled warm
SST anomaly (which is also mainly caused by atmo-
spheric warming (figure 4)) likely contributed to the
2016 Antarctic sea ice minimum (figures 2 and 4)
through oceanmelting as discussed in Reid et al (2017)
and Stuecker et al (2017). Stuecker et al (2017) showed
that atmospheric modes, such as ENSO and SAM,
have a large impact on the 2016 Antarctic sea ice fields.
Changes in these modes (i.e., atmospheric circulation
changes) have influenced the sea ice fields through
changes in wind stress and thermodynamic fluxes, and
thus this study is complementary to their study.

Antarctic SIE has shown a modest increase in the
modern satellite era after 1979 (Parkinson and Cava-
lieri 2012, Comiso et al 2017, de Santis et al 2017). The
causes of the positive trend have been actively dis-
cussed in the literature: e.g., wind stress (Holland and
Kwok 2012, Holland et al 2014, Zhang 2014, Matear
et al 2015, Meehl et al 2016), thermodynamic forcing
(Liu et al 2004, Lefebvre and Goosse 2008, Turner and
Overland 2009, Hobbs and Raphael 2010, Fan
et al 2014, Massonnet et al 2015, Kusahara et al 2017),
ocean temperature (Jacobs and Comiso 1997,
Meredith and King 2005), freshwater input from the
Antarctic Ice Sheet (Bintanja et al 2013), and so on.
This discussion about drivers of sea ice trends was fur-
ther summarized in Hobbs et al (2016). A recent study
by Comiso et al (2017), from a combined analysis of
updated SIC data and re-analysis air temperature data,
suggests that atmospheric cooling over the Southern
Ocean, as part of the regional variability in global
warming, drives the positive trend in the Antarctic sea
ice. Similarly, consistent cooling signals are also found
in SST over the Southern Ocean (Fan et al 2014). The
SAM (the major atmospheric mode in the Southern
Hemisphere) has shifted to a more positive phase in
recent decades (Abram et al 2014) and the stronger
westerly winds associated with deepening of geopo-
tential height over the Antarctic continent has stee-
pened the atmospheric temperature gradient between
southern high and low latitudes, resulting in atmo-
spheric cooling trend over the SouthernOcean.

Climate models predict that global warming will
be accompanied by a stable decline in Antarctic SIE
over the 21st century (Bracegirdle et al 2008). For
many climate models that failed to reproduce the
recent positive trend in Antarctic sea ice over the
recent decades, the decline was predicted to have
already begun (Shu et al 2015, Schneider and
Deser 2018), and this may be partially explained by the
large difference in the representation of SAM in the
models (Zheng et al 2013). Several numerical models
driven by specified atmosphere conditions from re-
analysis data (Holland et al 2014, Zhang 2014, Mas-
sonnet et al 2015, Kusahara et al 2017) can capture the
observed positive sea ice trend to some extent. These
results suggest that sea ice models can fundamentally
reproduce and predict Antarctic sea ice behavior to
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some extent, if the correct atmospheric conditions are
given.

A turning point of Antarctic sea ice from the recent
modest increasing trend to a decreasing trend will
occur if the ongoing global warming signal dominates
the cooling effect with a positive shift in SAM. The
SAM index changed to a negative phase in 2016, and
then relative heat waves from subtropical regions pro-
pagated to southern high latitudes (figures 2(e)–(h)),
resulting in the record-breaking Antarctic sea ice
minimum (Reid et al 2017, Stuecker et al 2017, Turner
et al 2017, Schlosser et al 2018). Our study confirms
that in addition to continuous remote-sensing obser-
vations of Antarctic sea ice, ongoing monitoring of
atmosphere and ocean conditions over the entire
Southern Hemisphere (i.e., the ocean-atmosphere
interaction between polar and subtropical regions
(Meehl et al 2016, Stuecker et al 2017)) is required to
better understand and predict upcoming changes and
variability in Antarctic sea ice.
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